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Physics Requirements for 
LCLS/NEH Laser Safety System 

 
 

Introduction 
 
The LCLS Near Experiment Hall (NEH) will contain a centralized laser hall; in which up to three 
class IV laser systems will be based.  The laser safety system (LSS) will allow operation of these 
lasers, including transport of any beam to any of three experimental hutches independently.  
Interlocks will be initially installed in two of the experimental hutches.  The third hutch will be for 
future experiments.  All beams in each of the hutches are to be contained and interlocked, so the 
laser within each hutch can be treated as Class I embedded laser system. 
  

Requirements 
 

Laser Hall Requirements: 
The laser hall LSS must incorporate the following: 

1. LSS control panel, which allows for laser hall operation modes, shutter control, and 
wavelength hazard specification. 

2. The LSS control panel must have badge-controlled access for shutter control and operation 
mode changes.  A Qualified Laser Operator (QLO) must verify his/her identity to access the 
LSS controls. 

3. There should be two doors for the main personnel entrance through the vestibule into the 
laser hall.   

a) Outer Door: A magnetic lock should secure this door with badged access through a 
display panel outside the vestibule.  The outside door is not interlocked to the LSS. 
A Knox box should be located on the outside of the door with a RF ID or magnetic 
badge to allow fire personnel entrance to the laser hall. 

b) Inner Door: This door is interlocked to the LSS with timed bypass buttons located 
both inside the laser hall and in the vestibule.  Audible alerts should be announced 
during the timed bypass.  Also this door is to remain unlocked at all times.   

4. PPE will be located inside of the laser hall vestibule. 
5. The major equipment access door is to be interlocked to the LSS.  If the door is opened, all 

shutters close, power to the laser supplies is killed, and the magnetic locks are failed safe.  
No handles will be present on this door exterior to the laser hall.  A crash bar will be located 
on the door inside of the laser hall to permit emergency egress.    

6. Warning signs listing the wavelength hazards and the optical density requirements for the 
laser eyewear at the laser hall entrance and in the vestibule. 

7. Wavelength hazard and operation mode displayed within the laser hall. 
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8. Crash buttons located on each main wall in the laser hall to close all shutters, open all laser 
interlocks, and kill power to the laser power supplies to make safe all lasers within the laser 
hall.  Also all magnetic locks on the doors should be disabled and failed open. 

9. Individual transport shutters to each experimental hutch. 
10. Audible and visual alerts indicate when individual shutters are opening or the operation 

mode changes. 
11. Laser shutters on all pump lasers and master oscillators. 
12. A laser shroud to cover all green pump lasers will be incorporated into the LSS.  The shroud 

is mechanically secured and requires tools to access the laser beams.  The shroud is not 
interlocked to the LSS. 

a) IR Mode: In this mode the laser shroud contains all green pump beams. Therefore 
when the laser shutters are closed, the all lasers are treated as Class I embedded 
systems. 

b) Green Mode: In this mode, the shroud can be removed allowing green pump light to 
be present in the laser hall.  When all laser shutters are closed, all beams are safely 
contained, but the system cannot be treated as embedded Class I laser.  Therefore 
when the laser hall door interlocks are crashed, all shutters must close, and the laser 
power supply interlocks must also be crashed to make safe the lasers. 

 

Experimental Hutch Requirements: 
Each experimental hutch is incorporated to the laser hall LSS. 

1. Laser doors interlocked to the specific hutch transport shutters and internal laser systems. 
2. Shutters transporting the beam within the hutch to the experiment. 
3. Remote LSS control panel integrated to the laser hall LSS, which allows for remote transport 

shutter operation in Hutch Alignment Mode.  Also this will control any internal hutch 
transport shutters, and change the wavelength hazards within the hutch. The hutch LSS 
control panel must have badge-controlled access for shutter control and to bypass the laser 
enclosure interlocks.  A Qualified Laser Operator (QLO) must verify his/her identity to 
access the LSS controls. 

4. Each hutch requires a laser enclosure that is interlocked, so that the laser beams contained 
within the enclosure can be treated as an embedded laser.  If any enclosure panel is removed, 
the transport shutter and any hutch internal shutter will automatically close.  The enclosure 
interlocks can be bypassed only through the Hutch LSS control panel, which requires badge-
controlled access. 

5. Crash buttons are distributed throughout each hutch to close the hutch transport shutters 
and make safe any lasers operating within the hutch. 

6. LSS display at the entrance to the hutch listing wavelength hazards, operation mode, and 
hutch accessibility. 

7. Wavelength hazard display located within the hutch.  Displays should be clearly visible and 
list the operation mode and wavelength hazards. 

Laser Hall Modes: 
 
The laser bay can operate in four modes: 

1. Laser Hall Operation 
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Laser radiation is confined to the laser hall, and opening of the transport shutters is not 
permissible.  Laser hall shutters are operated through the laser hall LSS control panel. 

a) IR Mode: Infrared class IV radiation is confined to the laser hall.  If laser hall door 
interlocks are crashed in this mode, all laser and transport shutters close. 

b) Green Alignment Mode: Infrared and visible class IV radiation is confined to the 
laser hall.  If the laser hall door interlocks are crashed in this mode, all shutters close, 
and all laser power supply interlocks are crashed. 

 
2. Hutch Specific Normal Operation 

Transport shutters to the specified hutch can only be opened if the hutch x-ray door is 
closed, and the hutch has been searched and logged in the hutch LSS control panel.  Shutter 
control is only permitted through the laser hall LSS control panel. 

a) IR Mode: Class IV infrared radiation is present in the laser bay, and can be 
transported to the specified experimental hutch. Class IV ultraviolet, visible, and 
infrared radiation can be present in the specific hutch.  If laser hall door interlocks 
are crashed in this mode, all laser and transport shutters close. 

b) Green Alignment Mode: Infrared and visible class IV radiation is present in the laser 
bay. Class IV ultraviolet, visible, and infrared radiation can be present in the specific 
hutch.  If the laser hall door interlocks are crashed in this mode, all shutters close, 
and all laser power supply interlocks are crashed. 

 
3. Hutch Specific Alignment 

Each hutch can operate independently.  Hutch alignment can be in any of the 3 hutches 
individually or simultaneously.  During hutch alignment, transport shutters, which allow IR 
or visible light to leave the laser bay, can only be opened from the remote LSS panel within 
the respective hutch.  The transport shutter and any additional shutters within the hutch are 
interlocked to the hutch laser door.  Transport shutter operation is only permitted if the laser 
door is closed.  There is no bypass on the hutch laser door.  If the hutch laser door opens, 
the transport and all hutch internal shutters are closed.  Further, only qualified laser 
operators who are badged in through the hutch LSS control panel are permitted to open the 
remote shutters.  
 

a) IR Mode: Class IV infrared radiation is present in the laser hall, and is transported to 
any specified experimental hutch. Class IV ultraviolet, visible, and infrared radiation 
can be present in the specific hutch.  If laser hall door interlocks are crashed in this 
mode, all laser and transport shutters close. 

b) Green Alignment Mode:  Class IV infrared and visible light is present in the laser hall, 
and can be transported to the experimental hutch.  Class IV ultraviolet, visible, and 
infrared radiation can be present in the specific hutch.  If the laser hall door 
interlocks are crashed in this mode, all shutters close, and all laser power supply 
interlocks are crashed. 

 
4. HeNe Alignment 

Class IIIa radiation of the alignment HeNe laser is sent from the laser hall to any hutch for 
alignment of the transport optics.  In this mode, class IIIb and IV radiation will never be 
present in the laser hall or the experimental hutches. 


